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The Holy Days                        
Celebrations, Observances, and Information  

Religious, Spiritual, and Cultural Occasions 

HOLY DAYS, EVENTS, WITH NO FIXED DATE 

Miwok Acorn Festival    This is an annual two-day event of the Miwok (which 
means "people") Indians, held at the Indian Grinding Rock State Historic Park 
near Sacramento, Calif. The park was a gath-
ering place for Indians for thousands of years 
until Europeans settled there in 1848 at the 
time of the Gold Rush. This is an ancient har-
vest festival, largely religious, with ceremonial 
rites and traditional dances. It celebrates the 
acorn, just as Indians in the east have harvest 
festivals for the turkey, and in the south and 
southwest for corn. Acorns were a staple of 
the California Indians' diet, and were ground to 
make soup and meal for bread.   http://
www.sierrafoothillmagazine.com/natives.html                                                      
http://mewuk.com/cultural/history.htm  
      Photo: wildcarebayarea.org  
 
HOLY DAYS, EVENTS, WITH FIXED DATE 
 
September 1    First Parkash    The Guru Granth Sahib is the anthology of 
prayers and hymns that constitute Sikh scriptures, and they contain actual 
words and verses uttered by the Sikh Gurus themselves. It is a storehouse of 
spiritual knowledge and teachings that stress meditation in the name of God 

in order to become a ‘person of truth’. 
  This day commemorates the first parkash 
(‘opening ceremony’) of the Guru Granth Sa-
hib at the newly built Golden Temple in Am-
ritsar, India, in 1604.  
   
The picture to the left is of a man writing a 
copy of the Guru Granth Sahib. 
Photo:  thelangarhall.com  

http://www.sierrafoothillmagazine.com/natives.html
http://www.sierrafoothillmagazine.com/natives.html
http://mewuk.com/cultural/history.htm
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September 1 Beginning of the Ecclesiastical Year      Orthodox Christian      Although the first of September is  
considered the start of the Church year, according to the Orthodox Church calendar, the real liturgical center of the 
annual cycle of Orthodox worship is the feast of the Resurrection of Christ. All  
elements of Orthodox liturgical piety point to and flow from Easter, the celebration 
of the New Christian Passover. Even the “fixed feasts” of the Church such as  
Christmas and Epiphany which are celebrated according to a fixed date on the  
calendar take their liturgical form and inspiration from the Paschal feast.  
 
This is Saint George Orthodox Sanctuary in Canada, the oldest Greek Orthodox-
Church in Canada. Orthodox church buildings have the following basic shapes, each 
with its own symbolism: 

 Elongated: rectangle, rounded rectangle (oval), symbolizing the ship as a means 
of salvation (Noah's Ark) 

 Cruciform (cross shaped) 

 Star shaped 

 Circular 

The cupola instead of a flat ceiling symbolizes the sky. In Russian churches, cupolas are  
often topped by onion-shaped domes, where crosses are mounted. These domes are called "heads" (глава) or 
"poppy heads" (маковица, маковка). Sometimes crosses have a crescent-like shape at the bottom so that the shape 
resembles an anchor, which symbolizes hope for salvation. 
  
The altar (sanctuary) is situated in the eastern part of the church, regardless of its shape. A bell tower is attached to (or 
built separately by) the western part of the church. 
  
The church building has many symbolic meanings; perhaps the oldest and most prominent is the concept that the 
Church is the Ark of Salvation (as in Noah's Ark) in which the world is saved from the flood of temptations. Because of 
this, most Orthodox Churches are rectangular in design. Another popular shape, especially for churches with large 
choirs is cruciform or cross-shaped. Architectural patterns may vary in shape and complexity, with chapels sometimes 

added around the main church, or triple altars (Liturgy may only be performed 
once a day on any particular altar), but in general, the symbolic layout of the 
church remains the same. 
  The Church building is divided into three main parts: the narthex (vestibule), 
the nave (the temple proper) and the sanctuary (also called the altar or holy 
place). 
 A major difference of traditional Orthodox churches from Western churches is 
the absence of any pews in the nave. In some ethnic traditions of Orthodoxy, it 
was deemed disrespectful to sit during sermons. However in some churches in the 
West and particularly in the diaspora churches in the USA, pews 

and kneelers were introduced, under the influence of other Christian  
denominations.   Photo: en.wikipedia.org  
 
September 7    Birth  of His Holiness Sakya Trizin   The Sakya Order of Tibetan Buddhism was founded in 1073, when 
Khon Konchog Gyalpo (a.k.a. Kön Gönqog Gyäbo), a member of Tibet’s noble Khön (Koin) family, established a  
monastery in the region of Sakya, Tibet, which became the headquarters of the Sakya Order of Tibetan Buddhism. 
Since that  time, the leadership of the Sakya Order has descended within the Khön family. 
  The current Sakya Trizin is the 41st Sakya Trizin. His legal name is "Sakya Trizin" and he is referred to as His Holiness 
Sakya Trizin. His religious name is Ngawang Kunga Tegchen Palbar Trinley Samphel Wangyi Gyalpo. Sakya Trizin is 
considered second only to the Dalai Lama in the spiritual hierarchy of Tibetan Buddhism. 
Sakya Trizin was born on September 7, 1945 in Tsedong, near Shigatse, Tibet. From his father, Vajradhara Ngawang 
Kunga Rinchen, he received important initiations and teachings in the Sakya lineage. He began intensive religious 
study at the age of five. In 1952, he was officially designated as the next Sakya Trizin by the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. He 
continued intensive training from his main teacher Ngawang Lodroe Shenpen Nyingpo and many other famous  
Tibetan scholars, studying extensively in both the esoteric and exoteric Buddhist traditions.   (continued) 

Photo:  hdrcreme.com  
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In 1959, at the age of fourteen, he was formally enthroned as head of the Sakya Order of Tibetan Buddhism. In the 
same year, due to the political situation in Tibet, the Sakya Trizin, his family, and many lamas and monks from the  
Sakya Monastery relocated to India. 
  To maintain the unbroken lineage of the Khon family, in 1974 Sakya Trizin consented to requests that he accept Tashi 
Lhakee, daughter of a noble family from Dege in Kham as his consort. In the same year his first son, H.E.Khondung 
Ratna Vajra Rinpoche, was born. In 1979, a second son, H.E.Khondung Gyana Vajra Rinpoche was born. 

After leaving Tibet, in 1963, the Sakya Trizin re-established the seat of the Sakya Order 
in Rajpur, India, building a monastery known as Sakya Centre. Since that time, he has 
worked tirelessly to preserve the thousand-year-old religious heritage of the Sakya 
Order and to transmit its teachings to succeeding generations. He founded and  
directly guides a number of institutions, including Sakya Monastery in Rajpur, Sakya 
Institute, Sakya College, Sakya Nunnery, Sakya College for Nuns, Sakya Tibetan  
Settlement, Sakya Hospital, dozens of other monasteries in Tibet, Nepal, and India, 
and numerous Dharma Centers in many countries. 
  Sakya Trizin is a highly accomplished Buddhist master respected by all four schools of 
Tibetan Buddhism and teaches widely throughout the world. He has bestowed the  
extensive Lam Dre teaching cycle, which is the most important teaching of the Sakya 
Order over 18 times on various continents, and also transmitted major initiation cycles 
such as Collection of All the Tantras, and the Collection of all the Sādhanās, which  
contain almost all of the empowerments for the esoteric practices of the various 
schools of Tibetan Buddhism to hundreds of lineage holders in the next generation of 

Buddhist teachers. He has trained both of his sons, Khonrig Ratna Vajra Sakya and Khonrig Gyana Vajra Sakya as 
highly accomplished Buddhist masters, and they both travel widely, teaching Buddhism throughout the world. 
 You can read more about Sakya Trizin here:     http://www.hhthesakyatrizin.org/bio_hhst.html  
Photo:  drogmi.org  
 
September 8  Ananta –chaturdasi , Festival of the Ten Virtues      Jain    Jain holidays and festivals largely revolve 
around important events (such as births and deaths) in the lives of the thirthankaras, or saints. There are said to be 
24 thirthankaras, the last of which was Vardhmana Mahavira, the organizer of the Jain religion.   Digambara Jains  
celebrate Anata-chaturdasi during Paryushan. It involves austerities, special worship, and often a procession to the 
community’s main temple.  
 
September 8    Nativity of Mary       Catholic and Orthodox Christian  The Feast of 
the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary was celebrated at least by the sixth  
century, when St. Romanos the Melodist, an Eastern Christian who composed 
many of the hymns used in the Eastern Catholic and Eastern Orthodox liturgies, 
composed a hymn for the feast. The feast spread to Rome in the seventh century, 
but it was several more centuries before it was celebrated throughout the West.  
The source for the story of the birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary is the  
Protoevangelium of James, an apocryphal gospel written about A.D. 150. From it, 
we learn the names of Mary's parents, Joachim and Anna, as well as the tradition 
that the couple was childless until an angel appeared to Anna and told her that 
she would conceive. (Many of the same details appear also in the later apocryphal 
Gospel of the Nativity of Mary.) 
The traditional date of the feast, September 8, falls exactly nine months after the 
feast of the Immaculate Conception of Mary. Perhaps because of its close proximity to the feast of the Assumption of 
Mary, the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary is not celebrated today with the same solemnity as the Immaculate  
Conception. It is, nonetheless, a very important feast, because it prepares the way for the birth of Christ.  
Photo:  Giotto’s “Birth of the Virgin”   patheos.com  
   

http://www.hhthesakyatrizin.org/bio_hhst.htmlC:/Users/kennisdu/Documents/2013_2014%20CUA%20students%20paperwork
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September 9  Ksamavani    Jain    On this sacred day, every member of the Jain community approaches everyone,  
irrespective of religion, and begs for forgiveness for all their faults or mistakes, committed either knowingly or  
unknowingly. Thus relieved of the heavy burden hanging over their head of the sins of yesteryears, they start life 
afresh, living in peaceful co-existence with others. Indeed, this day is not merely a traditional ritual, but a first step on 
their path to liberation or salvation, the final goal of every man's life, according to the teachings of Jainism. 
  Mahavira said one should forgive one’s own soul first. To forgive others is a practical application of this supreme  
forgiveness. It is the path of spiritual purification. Mahavira said: "The one whom you hurt or kill is you. All souls are 
equal and similar and have the same nature and qualities". Ahimsa Paramo Dharma. Anger begets more anger and 
forgiveness and love beget more forgiveness and love. Forgiveness benefits both the forgiver and the forgiven. 
  Forgiveness is the other name of non-violence (Ahimsa) which shows the right path of 'Live and Let Live' to one and 
all. Forgiveness teaches Ahimsa (non-violence) and through ahimsa one should learn to practice forbearance. 
 
September 12– 16    Ghambar Paitishem       Zoroastrian      Gahambars / gahanbars are six seasonal festivals or high 
feasts when Zoroastrians assemble to eat and share food communally. They are joyous occasions at which rich and 
poor met together, new friendships are formed and old disputes resolved. While each gahambar traditionally spans 
five days, nowadays it is the last day that is usually observed. The Gahambars are the only festivals mentioned in the 
Zoroastrian scriptures, the Avesta.  Gahambars are a demonstration of beliefs, principles and values in action and are 
an expression of piety in thought, word and deed. Next to Nowruz, gahambars are festivals of special significance for 
Zoroastrians.  
  The food stuffs are contributed anonymously according to a person or family's means. Many community members 
volunteer to prepare the food, prepare for the occasion and serve the meals - without regard to status. During the 
meal, everyone sits together and partakes of the same food. The customs are an expression of egalitarian communal 
togetherness. The free and equal sharing of food with everyone, the environment of togetherness, goodwill and  
sharing - all serve to help build and strengthen the community.  
  Paitishem specifically celebrates the harvest. 
 
September 14    Elevation of the Cross    Orthodox Christian     Each year on September 14 the Orthodox Church  
celebrates the feast of “The Elevation of the Honorable and Life-giving Cross.” This is one of the great feasts of the 
Church year, and one which has an important historical background. Although 
one or two of the hymns for the day refer obliquely to the vision of the cross in 
the heavens, the actual commemoration is not that of Constantine’s vision be-
fore his battle with Maxentius on October 28, 312. On that occasion, while he 
was in doubt about the outcome of the impending battle for Italy, he saw in the 
heavens the arms of the cross stretching far and wide, and the words. “In This 
Conquer.” The battle won, he did begin to aid Christians, and ended by being 
baptized himself.  
   Nor does the feast as celebrated refer to the finding of the cross in Jerusalem 
by Constantine’s mother, St. Helena, about the year 326, according to the  
tradition. A great many stories sprang up about this event, but Constantine did 
erect a great church over the Holy Sepulcher, and in it the cross was enshrined 
in a reliquary. This church stood for three centuries before it was destroyed by 
the Persians, during their series of campaigns against the Empire. Whatever 
were the early feasts observed in Jerusalem in honor of the Finding of the Cross, 
they became overshadowed by the events of the reign of the Emperor  
Heraclius, which are what the Feast as it is today does commemorate.  
  The ceremony of Elevation as performed in Church is actually a patriotic one, 
with prayers for the Rulers and their people, for Church and State, and for their 
establishment and preservation.     
Photo: saintelia.com  
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September 20  Festival of Higan-e    Buddhist      Higan is a Japanese 
Buddhist celebration during the Spring and Fall equinox.  Higan  
literally means "Other shore" and symbolizes nirvana.  We are all on 
"this shore" and endeavor to reach the "Other Shore."  During these 
two times day and night are in balance and Buddhists would be  
reminded of the path to the Higan.  Traditionally this was the time to 
reflect on the six paramitas.  The six paramitas define the path to the 
"other shore."  (The six paramitas: giving, right behavior, endurance/
patience, endeavor/effort, meditation, & wisdom) 
  Shin Buddhists teach that we have all reached the "other shore" when 
Amida Buddha attained enlightenment so Higan is celebrated  
differently.  It is a time to reengage with the paramitas, not because it 
is a path to where one already is, but because of gratitude for having 
been enlightened.       Photo:  japansheartandculture.blogspot.com 
 
  
 
September 23      Equinox  (Mabon in the Northern Hemisphere)    Wicca/Pagan    Mabon Lore 
Autumn Equinox, around September 21, is the time of the descent of the Goddess into the Underworld. With her  
departure, we see the decline of nature and the coming of winter.   This is a classic, ancient mythos, seen the Sumerian 
myth of Inanna and in the ancient Greek and Roman legends of Demeter and Persephone.                  
  In September, we also bid farewell to the Harvest Lord who was slain at Lammas. He is the Green Man, seen as the 
cycle of nature in the plant kingdom. He is harvested and his seeds are planted into the Earth so that life may continue 
and be more abundant.                    
  Mabon ("Great Son") is a Welsh god. He was a great hunter with a swift horse and a wonderful hound. He may have 
been a mythologized actual leader. He was stolen from his mother, Modron (Great Mother), when he was three nights 
old,  but was eventually rescued by King Arthur (other legends say he was rescued by the Blackbird, the Stag, the Owl, 
the Eagle, and the Salmon). All along, however, Mabon has been dwelling, a happy captive, in Modron's magical  
Otherworld -- Madron's womb. Only in this way can he be reborn.              

  Mabon's light has been drawn into the Earth, gathering strength and wisdom enough 
to become a new seed. In this sense, Mabon is the masculine counterpart of  
Persephone -- the male fertilizing principle seasonally withdrawn. Modron corresponds 
with Demeter. From the moment of the September Equinox, the Sun's strength  
diminishes, until the moment of Winter Solstice in December, when the Sun grows 
stronger and the days once again become longer than the nights.    
Symbols celebrating the season include various types of gourd and melons. Stalk can 
be tied together symbolizing the Harvest Lord and then set in a circle of gourds. A be-
som can be constructed to symbolize the polarity of male and female. The Harvest 
Lord is often symbolized by a straw man, whose sacrificial body is burned and its ashes 
scattered upon the earth. The Harvest Queen, or Kern Baby, is made from the last 
sheaf of the harvest and bundled by the reapers who proclaim, "We have the Kern!" 
The sheaf is dressed in a white frock decorated with colorful ribbons depicting spring, 

and then hung upon a pole (a phallic fertility symbol).  In Scotland, the last sheaf of harvest is called the Maiden, and 
must be cut by the youngest female in attendance. 
Photo:  bluelightlady.com  
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September 23      Shubun-n0-hi      Shinto    Graves are visited to honor one’s ancestors and remember the dead during 
the week (ohigan) of the Equinox Day.   
 
September 23—26      Rosh Hashanah      Jewish      (From chabad.org) The festival of Rosh Hashanah—the name 
means “Head of the Year”—is observed for two days beginning on 1 Tishrei, the first day of the Jewish year. It is the 
anniversary of the creation of Adam and Eve, the first man and woman, and their first actions toward the realization of 
mankind’s role in G-d’s world.                                                                                                              
  Rosh Hashanah thus emphasizes the special relationship between G-d and humanity: our dependence upon G-d as 
our creator and sustainer, and G-d’s dependence upon us as the ones who make His presence known and felt in His 
world. Each year on Rosh Hashanah, “all inhabitants of the world pass before G-d like a flock of sheep,” and it is  
decreed in the heavenly court “who shall live, and who shall die . . . who shall be impoverished, and who shall be  
enriched; who shall fall and who shall rise.” But this is also the day we proclaim G-d King of the Universe. The  
Kabbalists teach that the continued existence of the universe is dependent upon the renewal of the divine desire for a 
world when we accept G-d’s kingship each year on Rosh Hashanah.  
  The central observance of Rosh Hashanah is the sounding of the shofar, the ram’s horn, which also represents the 
trumpet blast of a people’s coronation of their king. The cry of the shofar is also a call to repentance, for Rosh  
Hashanah is also the anniversary of man’s first sin and his repentance thereof, and serves as the first of the “Ten Days 
of Repentance” which culminate in Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. Another significance of the shofar is to recall 
the Binding of Isaac which also occurred on Rosh Hashanah, in which a ram took Isaac’s place as an offering to G-d; we 
evoke Abraham’s readiness to sacrifice his son, and plead that the merit of his deed should stand by us as we pray for a 
year of life, health and prosperity. Altogether, we listen to one hundred shofar blasts over the course of the Rosh 
Hashanah services.                                                                      
  Additional Rosh Hashanah observances include: a) Eating a piece of apple dipped in honey, to symbolize our desire 
for a sweet year, and other special foods symbolic of the new year’s blessings. b) Blessing one another with the words 
“Leshanah tovah tikateiv veteichateim,” “May you be inscribed and sealed for a good year.” c) Tashlich, a special  
prayer said near a body of water (an ocean, river, pond, etc.), in evocation of the verse, “And You shall cast their sins 
into the depths of the sea.” And as with every major Jewish holiday, after candle lighting and prayers we recite  
kiddush and make a blessing on the challah. 
 

Classic Honey Cake for Rosh Hashanah 
3 eggs 
1 1/3 cups honey 
1 1/2 cups sugar 
1 cup strong black coffee 
2 tsps. baking powder 
3 Tbsps. margarine,  
   softened 
1 tsp. baking soda 
4 cups flour 
1 tsp cinnamon 
                                                
              Photo: ronniefein.com  
 

 Preheat oven to 325. 

 Grease and flour a 9 by 13-inch cake pan. 

 In a large mixer bowl, beat eggs and honey together. Add sugar 
and mix again.  

 Mix coffee with baking powder, and then add with margarine to 
the egg mixture. Add baking soda, flour, and cinnamon and beat 
together well. 

 Pour into greased cake pan. Bake for 55 minutes to an hour. 
 
Use: 9 x 13-inch cake pan 
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September  27      Meskel      Ethiopian Orthodox Christian      The Meskel festival is one of the most important events 
in the spiritual part of Ethiopian culture. Meskel means cross in Geez (the classic language of Ethiopia now used  
predominantly in the Ethiopian Orthodox church). Ethiopia claims more than a thousand types of cross designs in its 
treasured heritage-an uncontested world record. Meskel is celebrated by dancing, 
feasting and lighting a massive bonfire known in Ethiopian tradition as Demmera. 
Meskel festival commemorates the finding of the very cross on which Jesus Christ 
of Nazareth was crucified in Golgotha in the fourth century by Empress Helena, 
the mother of Constantine. The feast is celebrated in Ethiopia on September 17th 
on the Ethiopian calendar (September 27th on the Gregorian calendar), six 
months after the discovery of the true cross. 
 
The celebration of Meskel recognizes the presence of the true cross at the Moun-
tain of Gishen Miriam monastery, and also recognizes Empress Helena’s road to 
finding it. According to tradition, Empress Helena lit incense and prayed for assis-
tance from God in her search for the cross. The smoke from the incense drifted in 
the direction of the buried cross. She dug and found three crosses: one of them 
was the true cross on which Jesus Christ died. Empress Helena gave a piece of the 
cross to each of the churches, including the Ethiopian church. The piece given to 
the Ethiopian church was then brought to Ethiopia. 
 
According to Ethiopian legend, when people got close to a piece of the true cross, 
it made them naked by its strong light. Because of this, a decision was made to 
bury it at the Mountain of Gishen Miriam monastery in Wollo region. The monas-
tery of Gishen Miriam holds a volume of a book which records the story of the true cross of Christ and how it was dis-
covered.  Photo: weblog.larkvi.com  
 
September 29      Michael and All Angels/Michaelmas      Christian     Michael and All Angels    Christian    Michaelmas, 
the feast of Saint Michael the Archangel (also the Feast of Saints Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael, the Feast of the 
Archangels, or the Feast of Saint Michael and All Angels) is a day in the Western Christian calendar which occurs on 29 
September. Because it falls near the equinox, it is associated in the northern hemisphere with the beginning of  
autumn and the shortening of days. In medieval England, Michaelmas marked the ending and beginning of the  
husbandman's year.  The Archangel Michael is the greatest of all the Archangels and is honored for defeating Lucifer 
in the war in heaven.[2] He is one of the principal angelic warriors, seen as a protector against the dark of night, and 
the administrator of cosmic intelligence. Michaelmas has also delineated time and seasons for secular purposes as 
well, particularly in the United Kingdom and Ireland as one of the quarter days. 
 
The Eastern Orthodox Churches do not observe Michaelmas. The Greek Orthodox honor the archangels on 8 Novem-

ber instead. 
 
September 29—October 3rd    Navaratri    Navaratri (nine nights) is one of the great-
est Hindu festivals. It symbolizes the triumph of good over evil. Navratri takes place at 
the beginning of October around harvest time and, as the name implies, this festival is 
celebrated for nine days. Navratri is also known as Durga Puja. 
During this period Durga, Lakshmi and Saraswati are worshipped as three different 
manifestations of Shakti, or cosmic energy. 
Photo: iloveindia.com  
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Once we believe in ourselves we can risk curiosity, wonder, spontaneous  
delight, or any experience that reveals the human spirit. 

 

 
 

e. e. cummings 
 
 
 

 
The above is  a selection from Grace Notes, a daily inspirational email sent to those who sub-
scribe. If you would like to receive Grace Notes please email the Senior Chaplain at                
kennisdu@childrensnational.org and ask to be placed on the list. 

mailto:kennisdu@childrensnational.org

